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1. INTRODUCTION
In this note we make a few remarks concerning the recursion-theoretic
complexity of the Henkin-style Kripke models familiar from the literature
(see e.g. [T] or [8]). Our observations give rise to some corollaries on the
complexity of Beth models and intuitionistic structures as well.
2. CONSTRUCTIONS OF SATURATED SUPERSETS
A set r of sentences of IPe (intuitionistic first order predicate logic
without equality) is said to be saturated with respect to a language 2,
if (for A, B, NxOx sentences of 2) (i) r I- A => A E r, (ii) A vB E r =>
=> A E r or BE r, (iii) NxOx E r => Oc E r for a c of 2, (iv) 1- 1= r.
The construction of Henkin-Kripke models is based on the following
lemma:
LEMMA 1. Let 2 be a first-order countable language, 0 = {co, C1, C2 ... }
a countable collection of constants not in 2, r U {A} a set of sentences
in 2,2'=2 U 0, and r %- A. Then there is an 2'-saturated superset
t» 'J r such that t» %- A.
There are actually two different types of construction of saturated
supersets in the literature.
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FIRST CONSTRUCTION. (Typically in [T]) . Let r,.jL A, and put
rO- def {A: r f-A} .
r* is constructed as U {Fk : k E w}. We define an auxiliary sequence
F i , F 2 , ••• of sentences such that 1\ {A : A E Fk - ro} +.)0 F k • Let g(n}
indicate the first index i such that Ct does not occur in F n, and let
( Gil v Gt2)t, ( [f[xHtx) t enumerate with infinite repetition all disjunctive
and existential sentences of!l" respectively. We put r o= Tv, and assuming
rt, F k to have been defined, we put:
CASE 1. k=2n, F k --+ [f[xHk(x) E roo
CASE 2. k = 2n + 1, F k --+ Gn,) v Gn,2 E roo
where i is the least element of {I, 2} such that F k A Gn,l --+ A 1= roo
(Remark: instead of using infinite repetition in the listing of disjunctive
and existential sentences, one usually takes the first disjunction or
existential sentence not yet treated ; but this is more awkward to de-
scribe.)
CASE 3. Cases 1, 2 do not apply. Put
Note that this construction yields a saturated superset T'" which is
recursively enumerable in Tv, but not necessarily recursive in FO.
SECOND CONSTRUCTION. A construction of this type is indicated by
Luckhardt [L] and is in some respects much closer to the original Henkin-
construction which was based on maximal consistent sets with " wit nesses"
for existential sentences. It yields a saturated superset t» recursive in Tv ;
this is readily seen if we describe the construction explicitly. At each
step of the construction we define r t , F k (with the same role as in the
preceding construction) and an auxiliary sentence Gk such that Go =A,
O» --+ Gk+! for all k, l .
Let A o, AI, A 2 , .. . enumerate all sentences of !l" . A o =A. We put
ro=r, Go - A o; assuming r k, F le, Gk to have been defined, we define
rk+l, Fk+l. Gle+l by cases:
CASE 1. rk,.jL Gle v Ale+l .
Put
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CASE 2. I'k r Gk v Ak+l' A k+1 = [f[xBx.
Put
Cg(n) the first constant not in I'k or Gk ,
CASE 3. r k r Gk v A k+1 , Ak+l = B, V B«.
Put
rk+l = r k V {B1 V Bz, Bd, Gk+! = Gk ,
i the least element of {I, 2} such that Fk "Bt -+ Gk f/: 1'0,
CASE 4. Cases 1-3 do not apply; then
rk+l = r k V {Ak+I}, Gk+l = Gk •
It is easy to see that 1'* is saturated and recursive in 1'0.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THJt; HENKIN-KRIPKE MODEL
This is a standard procedure. Instead of taking all saturated supersets
of T partially ordered under inclusion (as in ['1']) for the model, one may
restrict oneself to a countably branching tree (in fact , the partial order
may be identified with the partially ordered set of all finite sequences
of natural numbers) such that
(i) There are sets of const ants D, = {lit.J: j E N} such that D, () DJ= 0
for i i j, at = U {Dj : j <; i}; let 2 t= 2 V at; each set of formulae rk
assigned to a node k with lth (k)=n is 2 n-saturated ;
(ii) If Ho, Ih, Hz, .. . is a standard enumeration of implicational and
universal Z'a-sentencea underivable in r k, then rk*<z> corresponds to Hz;
if Hz =Hz,l -+ H z.z, then rk*<z> is 2 n +l-saturated such that
r k V {Hz.I} C rH<z>, rh<z>"r- Hz ,z;
and if Hz = VyH~ then rk*<z> is an 2 n+l-sat urated superset of r k such
that
REMARK 1. In case we base the construction on the first construction
principle for saturated supersets, rh<z> will be r .e. in r k ; in principle,
the arithmetical complexity of the rk may increase indefinitely with
increasing Ith (k).
If the model construction is based on the second construction method
for saturated supersets, rk*<z> is recursive in r k, uniformly ill k and x ;
ultimately the whole model becomes recursive in 1'0.
An interest ing corollary to be drawn immediately from this observation
is the following : a decidable intuitionistic theory has a recursive Kripke
model; and for decidable intuitionistic theories completeness w.r .t . re-
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cursive Kripke models holds. We exploit this a little bit further in the
next sections.
REMARK 2. For r.e , theories T, we get completeness for ,.1g-definable
Kripke models with recursive trees and partial orderings.
This result however can also be obtained by various other methods;
see our final comments at the end of section 5.
4. SOME TRANSFORMATION LEMMATA
The following lemmata, describing how to construct Kripke or Beth
models in terms of certain given models are not really new - they either
belong to folklore or are in the literature, except that the preservation
of complexity is not explicitly stated there. D. H. J. de Jongh indicated
the proof of lemma 3 to me . We give a precise formulation adapted to
our purposes below.
DEFINITION. Let f(f denote a class of predicates over N, the natural
numbers. A Kripke model (K, R, D, I }-) with K (the set of nodes in
the tree), R (the partial order on K), D (the domain function) and Ii-
(k Ii- Pix: .. . Xn expressing forcing at k for atomic Pd is said to be
f(f-definable if K, R, D, I }- (as predicates with nodes of K and elements
in the domains as arguments) are in f(f . Similarly for a Beth model
(X, R, I f-) (the domain function may then be assumed to be constant
and equal to N). Below we shall assume '?f to be closed under "recursive
. "In .
A model (K', R' , D', I f-' ) with root k~ will be said to correspond to a
model (K, R, D, I }-) with root ko under a mapping y if
yk~=ko, D(yk)=D'(k),
kif-' A(XI, ... xn) ¢> yk I f- A(x), ... xn) for all A.
LEMMA 2. Let M =(K, R, D, I }-) be a f(f-definable model with root ko;
then there is a '?f-definable model M' = (K', -<IK'2, D', I f-') corresponding
to M under a primitive recursive y.
LEMMA 3. Let M = (K, -<IK2, D, If-) be a f(f-definable tree-Kripko
model such that for some f(f-definable 4>
Kk --+ K(k * (4)k)).
Then there is a '?f-definable troe-Kripke model ( K ' , -<IK'2, D', I }-')
corresponding to M under a mapping y recursive in K, where K' is any
recursive tree containing K .
LEMMA 4. Let M =(N, -<, D, I }-) be a f(f-definable Kripke model,
then there is a ~-definable model1W = ( B , -<1B2, D', I }-') (B a recursive
binary tree) corresponding to M via a primitive recursive y.
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LEMMA 5. Let M = <B, -<1B2, D, I r) be a I{?-definable Kripke model
such that x E Dk is recursive and {x : x E Dk , r; X ¢ Dk } , for k' immediate
successor of k, and {x : x E DO} are countably infinite.
Let N; = {x: [f[z(j(i, z)= x)} (j primitive recursive pairing onto N) and
let bk*<x> map N Uh (k)+1 onto D(k, x), bk*<x>(y) = bk(y) for y E N U h (k). Then
there is a I{?-definable Beth model N' = <B', -<IB'2, I r'> such that for
primitive recursive b bO = <) and
where p = lth (k), B' a ternary branching recursive tree.
PROOF. Lemma 2 is standard, see e.g. [8].
Lemma 3 follows defining
yO = <), y(k * <x» )= yk * <x) if K(yk * <x»),
y(k* <x» )= yk * <epyk) otherwise,
and
k * <x) I r' P -- (yk * <x) I r P /\ K(yk * <x» )) v
(yk * <epyk) I r P /\ -, K(yk * <x»)).
Lemma 4 : Let t be a primitive recursive mapping such that VnVx
[f[y>x(fy =n), i.e. each number occurs infinitely often. B consists of all
sequences (with kf+l = kf * <kt), M= <kt»)
such that ko= <), ki+1 = kt * <tnt). For y we may take yk = kp • Each node
k of the form (1) has two immediate successors k * <kp ) and k * <kp *
* <tn p». Towards the proof of k I r' A -- k I r A, note that k I r A
depends only on k'i r B for k>- k' and proper subformulae B of A,
and that in the model M' the successors of a node k correspond via y
to all possible successors of yk, and thus by induction on the logical
complexity of A the property follows.
Lemma 5 is proved e.g. in [K).
REMARK 3. For several of these lemmata the condition : I{? is closed
under "recursive in" is stronger than necessary.
Kg. lemma 2 holds if I{? is closed under conjunction, bounded quanti-
fication and substitution of (some) primitive recursive functions; for
lemma 4, it is sufficient to assume (some) recursive predicates are con-
tained in I{?, I{? closed under substitution of (some) primitive recursive
functions; for lemma 5, closure under substitution of (some) primitive
recursive functions, containing (some) recursive predicates, and closure
under intersection with (some) recursive predicates suffices.
A variant of lemma 4 which is sometimes useful is
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LEMMA 6. Let M = <K, -<IK2, D, I r> be a Kripke model with a root
<), then there is a model M' = <B, -<IB2, D', I r') corresponding to M
via a primitive recursive y, for which B is an at most binary branching
tree (not necessarily recursive). If M is /{f-definable and /{f closed under
conjunction and substitution of (some) primitive recursive functions,
then M' is again /(f-definable.
PROOF. Let I be as in the proof of lemma 4. B consists of all sequences
(2) k=k~O * k~l * ... * k:'ll, nt>O, Kk»,
ko= <>, kHl = kt * <Ini).
Otherwise as before.
We have no occasion to use this variant however.
5. SOME COROLLARIES OF THE PRECEDING OBSERVATIONS
THEOREM A. Let r be a consistent, decidable theory in the language
of IPC. Then, even intuitionistieally
(i) r has a recursive, finitely branching Kripke-model, and if r ..r- A
then there is a recursive, finitely branching Kripke model, validating
r, in which A does not hold .
(ii) As (i), replacing "recursive, finitely branching Kripke-model" by
"recursive Beth model on a finitely branching tree".
(iii) Let ...II be the class of intuitionistic relational structures for the
language of I', with domain N, and relations r.e. in a single lawless
parameter. Validity in all such structures satisfying r implies deri-
vability in IPC from r.
PROOF. (i) may be proved using the construction of a Henkin-Kripke
model based on the second construction of a saturated superset, combined
with lemma 4.
(ii) follows combining lemmata 3, 4, 5 with (i).
(iii) is based on the standard equivalence between Beth models and
intuitionistic structures containing lawless parameters (cf. [Tr]).
REMARK 4. (i) of the preceding theorem is the exact intuitionistie
analogue of the well-known classical result that consistent decidable
theories have recursive models, and improves on theorem 1 on page 84
of [G].
If we apply the method of proof of theorem A to an r.e. theory r
(instead of a decidable theory) we find the following
PROPOSITION. Every consistent r.e. theory has a finitely branching
LJg-definable Kripke model based on a recursive tree, and hence a ditto
Beth model.
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However, this result can also be obtained in at least two other ways :
1) Express the assertion "Tis valid in some Kripke model (given by
K, R, D, I H" by a set of sentences 1'T in CPC, i.e. classical predicate
logic. (Cf. 5.1.26 in [8].) r T has a Llg-definable classical model, and
therefore T has a Llg-definable Kripke model. Lemmata 2-4 transform
this in a Llg.Kripke model on a recursive binary tree.
2) In a letter, C. A. Smorynski indicated a much more powerful
method: carry out the Henkin-Kripke model construction (based on either
the first or the second construction of saturated supersets) relative to a
Llg-definable non-standard model of Peano's arithmetic PA . Even if in
the sense of the non-standard model the arithmetical complexity of the
Kripke model is not arithmetically bounded, it is bounded in PA.
This would also apply to Kripke model constructions where e.g. we
want to guarantee that for any node with saturated r and for each X
from a certain class of arithmetically definable sets of formulae such that
r u X is consistent, there is a saturated successor 1"::> r u X.
The really interesting question, not answered here, is whether the direct
method outlined above has any specific advantages at all over the methods
indicated under (1) and (2), for example to obtain Llg-models with extra
properties.
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